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mod.-86-71-cal.-45-70

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

Weapon
Type

MSRP

DPSJ741457
BoarBuster MK II

Cerakote 
BZ532 C 

.45-70
Government  

5  48.3  95  3740  Lever rifle  
2921.00 € incl.

tax

Lever action rifle under modern and aesthetic Boarbuster guard, special boar with a very beautiful
Tan / black Cerakote finish!
A sublime rifle in caliber .45-70, equipped with a beater strip with integrated rear sight and a
Picatinny/Weaver rail for mounting a red dot or a beater scope.
Compact and easy to handle rifle, thanks to the reduced length of the barrel, typical of models with lever
under guard.
Pistol grip adjustable American walnut stock with non-slip soft touch coating.
The housing is drilled and tapped for the installation of a side diopter.
Front and rear sight with Superluminova technology: the fluorescent varnish present in the sighting system is
very effective in low light.

483 mm barrel with 6 rifling at 460 mm pitch (1:18'')
Threaded barrel for mounting a sound moderator.
Picatinny rail. The rise is positioned at the front or at the rear of the rail.
Adjustable comb.
Capacity: 4+1 hits.
Cerakote treatment of metal parts: Protection against wear and corrosion.

Treat yourself to a sublime lever action rifle under guard, robust and reliable, without neglecting the modern
look thanks to its Cerakote Tan / Black treatment.

The Mark II rifle is a modern version of the Boarbuster model, featuring latest generation equipment. The
frame is CNC forged, machined with the metal parts.

The ballistic precision and stopping power of the patented PMG rifled barrel, make this rifle ideal for
European and American big game hunting.

Ergonomics and perfect shooting comfort thanks in particular to the microcell recoil pad, in its height-
adjustable cheek support

In addition to the hammer safety catch, the weapon has a sliding safety located on the upper flange of the
breech box.

Rifle sold alone. Serving suggestion.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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